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Abstract: In this study of Yes bank I am going to explaining here about the background of the bank and 

why this bank went into the rapid rise and fall and in resurrection of the bank. Here firstly about the history 

of the banking sector in this I explained about the all-over history of the banking sector and in this I 

explained qualities and features of a yes bank. And how the banks should be important in the economy of a 

country, economically how the banks are performing in the country through the people that providing the 

loans and all these are all the ways I am going to explain it. Also, banks are providing some services to the 

people, that services also under this, and in this project, I explained about importance and what is the need 

to study of the topic. For a successful bank they must need a management in this I detailed about the yes 

bank management list, and how the yes bank went successfully through the way of business, education and 

providing some of the services. In the banking sector there is five levels of human capital for to run a good 

transaction in a bank. human capital is an important thing here, that are top level, senior level, middle 

level, junior level, and general level. These management I explained about and also I detailed about the 

price chart and also competition of other bank it is very important in this, for a successful banking there 

must be want a comparison with other bank , then only we come to know the strength of an our bank. And, 

in this the cash flow, profit and loss account and balance sheet of a yes bank this is also important thing. In 

this I detailed about the cash flow profit and loss account and balance sheet of a yes bank to know the 

transactions of a yes bank. And lastly in this how the bank went to rapid rise, fall and resurrection this is all 

I detailed in this study. Every organisation they must need to know about the strength weakness of their 

industry or organisation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fund is the existence blood exchange, business, and corporation. By and by a-days, banking division goes about as the 

establishment of current business. Headway of any country generally depends on the monetary structure. The thing 

bank is either gotten from old Italian word banca or from a French word Banque both mean a Bench or cash trade table. 

In past events, European cash advance specialists or cash changers used to show up (appear) coins of changed nations 

in tremendous stacks (whole) on seats or tables to credit or trading. A bank is a cash related affiliation which 

administers stores and drives and other related associations. It gets cash from the individuals who need to extra as stores 

and it credits cash to the individuals who need it. Meaning of a Bank Oxford Dictionary portrays a bank as "an 

establishment for guardianship of money, which it pays out on customer's association." 

A bank is a budgetary affiliation that perceives stores and repeating accounts from the individuals and makes Demand 

Deposit. Advancing exercises can be performed either immediate or in a circuitous way through capital markets. 

Considering their massiveness in the financial enduring nature of a nation, banks are especially managed in various 

nations. Most countries have sifted through a framework known as partial extra banking under which banks hold fluid 

resources proportionate to a touch of their present liabilities. Regardless of different guidelines needed to guarantee 

liquidity, banks are typically dependent upon least capital necessities subject to an overall game-plan of capital gauges, 

known as the Basel Accords. Banking in its pushed sense made in the fourteenth century in the prosperous urban 

regions of Renaissance Italy yet from alternate points of view was a continuation of contemplations and musings of 

credit and propelling that had their essential foundations in the old world. All through the entire nearness of banking, 
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diverse budgetary associations – unmistakably, the Medici's, the Fugger's, the Walser's, the Berenberg's, and the 

Rothschilds – 

have anticipated a focal movement over different quite a long while. The most arranged existing retail bank is Banca 

Monte dei Paschi di Siena, while the most settled existing trader bank is Berenberg Bank. 

Banks go about as segment experts by driving checking or current records for clients, paying checks drawn by clients in 

the bank, and amassing checks set aside to clients' present records. Banks additionally empower client divides by 

strategies for other bit procedures, for example, Automated Clearing House (ACH), Wire moves or transmitted 

exchange, EFTPOS, and robotized teller machines (ATMs). Banks get cash by suffering stores kept on current records, 

by suffering term stores, and by giving responsibility protections, for example, banknotes and protections. Banks 

advance cash by making advances to clients on current records, by making section credits, and by putting resources into 

engaging duty protections and different kinds of cash progressing. Banks give undeniable bit associations, and a 

budgetary equality is viewed as fundamental by most affiliations and people. Non-banks that give parcel associations, 

for example, repayment affiliations are usually not considered as a satisfactory substitute for a money related equality. 

Banks can bring in new cash when they make a turn of events. New advances all through the fiscal framework produce 

new stores somewhere else in the structure. The cash deftly is ordinarily reached out by the appearing of crediting and 

lessened when advances are reimbursed quicker than new ones are made. In the United Kingdom some spot in the 

extent of 1997 and 2007, there was an expansion in the cash deftly, all around accomplished by basically more bank 

propelling, which served to push up property costs and expansion private duty. The extent of cash in the economy as 

evaluated by M4 in the UK went from £750 billion to £1700 billion some spot in the extent of 1997 and 2007, a 

tremendous bit of the advancement acknowledged by bank lending. If all the banks increment their crediting together, 

by then they can imagine that new stores should come back to them and the extent of cash in the economy will expand. 

Extreme or unsafe crediting can make borrowers default, the banks by then become constantly cautious, so there is less 

progressing and in like way less cash so the economy can go from effect on bust as occurred in the UK and different 

other Western economies after 2007. 

Bank crisis: Banks are unprotected to different kinds of hazard which have started irregular significant crises. These 

join liquidity plausibility (where different benefactors may demand withdrawals in overabundance of open assets), 

credit plausibility (the probability that the individuals who owe cash to the bank won't reimburse it), and financing cost 

plausibility (the likelihood that the bank will get unfruitful, if growing development charges encourage it to pay 

regularly more on its stores than it bounces on its advances). 

Banking crises have made customarily from the earliest starting point of time when at any rate one threats have 

increased for a monetary territory all things considered. Prominent models in partner the bank run that occurred during 

the Great Depression, the U.S. Save assets and Loan crisis during the 1980s and mid-1990s, the Japanese money related 

crisis during the 1990s, and the sub-prime home credit crisis. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Agathe US. (2012) this examination shows high hole between client attitude and desire for unwavering quality and 

responsiveness. This investigation tells about the need for the investors to equip client care and quality enhancements 

endeavors through segments of dependability and responsiveness. 

Ismail A, Bootwala and Gokhru A, (2012) In their administration quality issue are essentially takes a gander at from the 

perspectives of customers with the respect to a making economy India. in like manner, it furthermore assessed the 

impact of various fragment factors on assurance of banks. 

Sathya Swaroop Debasish (2012) In his paper named "administration quality in business banks. a similar investigation 

of picked banks in Delhi" surveyed impression of organization quality to customer on reason of three estimations: the 

customer delegate affiliation that is valuable quality, the organization condition that is condition quality, and the 

outcome organization thing that is specific quality. this examination revealed that remote banks, for instance, Citi bank. 

HSBC, and bank of America working in Delhi offered better help quality. 

Indian financial industry is one of the most precisely moved ventures with enormous frameworks of branches 

empowered by strong money related systems, their wide extent of thing and effective flow channel capacities. In any 

case, regulatory, assistant what's increasingly, mechanical parts are basically changing the money related condition all 
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through the world. One of the most critical components that is animating the improvement of the Indian money related 

foundations in the movement. The cash related division changes in India were proposed to embed increasingly 

unmistakable genuine criticalness in the budgetary system. To achieve this objective, the "Narasimhan board" was 

encircled. The Narasimhan leading group of trustee’s reports suggested wide going changes for the Indian monetary 

part in 1992, including the noteworthy one to introduce all around recognized banking practices to engage Indian banks 

to achieve organization 

significance. The advisory group proposed a liberal methodology towards the entry gauges of private region banks and 

remote banks into the Indian money related division. The loan fee structure has been deregulated, in a manner of 

speaking, and banks have been given a mind-boggling level of chance in choosing their rates structure for stores and 

advances, similarly as their other thing expand. Banking has moreover gotten progressively genuine in respect of 

branch sort out. The last item is that market power is getting moved from banks to their customers. Cash related 

headway has incited unprecedented genuine loads, and retail banks are in this manner organizing their methodology 

towards extending purchaser devotion and faithfulness through improved organization quality. With such a high 

potential in the Indian budgetary industry, every single driving bank are looking forward to build up themselves as the 

most favored bank by the clients and this can possibly happen when they can separate themselves based on 

administration quality being offered by their rivals. 

Retail banking has enormous open entryways in a creating economy like India. As the improvement story further 

spreads out in India, retail banking will rise a huge driver of money related turn of events. AT, Kearney, an overall 

organization advising firm, starting late recognized India as the second most appealing retail scattering point of 

convergence of 30 new markets. A lot of examiners trading the cash related markets with securities and stocks are 

endeavoring to anticipate the market advancements with the help of accessible information of the press. this may 

concern the request will assurances with higher arranged favourable circumstances get progressively important earnings 

to insurances with lower inescapable preferences? these considerations can be investigated using time look at and 

increasingly significant assessment. if a security is settled unquestionably, the future return of the security will go to the 

beta at the assurances exhibit line. taking everything into account, if it goes down that line, by then that communicates 

the security is understand and it is distorted if it goes over the line. in any condition, rules must be completed. 

 

2.1 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

This bank accepts that as a money related establishment, there is a characteristic need to assume a main job in India’s 

turn of events. Since its initiation in 2004, yes bank through its capable banking ethos has had faith in making supported 

an incentive for its partners, through social, financial, and natural measurements. Consolidated with focus business 

philosophy, mindful financial cows the down to earth progression plan at yes bank through its pathways of social and 

formative effect, atmosphere an activity, and straightforwardness and revelations. 

It is a banking sector that how it facing the challenge that is as one of the quickest developing banks in the nation, with 

branches spread in urban and rustic territories, uptime for occasions because of electrical deficiencies was significant. 

Rustic branches face part of issues because of voltage varieties issues and absence of gifted circuit tester in the region to 

determine electrical deficiencies without time misfortune. 

 

2.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Truly Bank's excursion started in 1999 when Rana Kapoor collaborated with his brother by marriage with Dutch 

Rabobank to set up Rabo India Finance. what is more, later established Yes Bank in 2004. Truly Bank's stock arranged 

a fleeting ascent the lender grew in popularity as it never said no to risky loans. Rana, a veteran banker, used his rich 

network to lend and recover loans. gradually the monetary situation of Yes Bank has experienced a consistent decrease 

in the course of the most recent couple of years as a result of its powerlessness to raise cash-flow to address potential 

credit misfortunes and resultant minimizations, activating conjuring of bond contracts by financial specialists, and 

withdrawal of stores. The bank was making misfortunes and lacking benefits in the last four quarters. v In sharp 

contrast, the RBI forced Yes bank to follow prudential norms, which were being flouted with persistent impunity. 
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2.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 To look at the elements that lead to fall in the yes bank's position. 

 To comparatively analyze the capital structural position of yes bank. 

 To comparatively analyze the profitability of yes bank. 

 To concentrate opportune strides by controller and government to spare the clients and the bank. 

 To give important recommendations dependent on the examination. 

 

2.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Yes bank is growing at a lively pace, giving clients a custom-made educated contribution and the most recent 

innovative stages to improve the financial experience. In this manner, it has made a specialty in a previously packed 

market. It has 

a way of thinking of manageability, with regards to its moral standards, but on the other hand is intended for quick 

extension. 

 

2.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Money related data was just considered to broke down this examination, as auxiliary wellspring of information gathered 

while non-money related perspectives are disregarded, which may more way from position of these banks. 

To look at the bank’s advance plans, arrangements and diagrams are planned based on fiscal reports, and the budget 

reports are arranged based on bookkeeping idea, as such it doesn’t mirror the current position of the banks so it might 

become one more restriction of the investigation. 

Individual decisions of the clients may include turned into this investigation, more proper than by utilized of just 

optional wellspring of information. 

Still they could take good decisions, they had to take care of the bank and carefully they should be in the banking 

activities. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Sampling 

In this study I am using secondary data. In that I used tables and diagrams. 

Tools for Data Collection 

The tools used for collection of data is mostly by way of published material. Books, articles and through the net. 

 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

YEAR DEPOSITS (IN CRORES) 

September 2019 ₹ 2,09,497 

March 2019 ₹ 2,27,610 

March 2018 ₹ 2,00,738 

March 2017 ₹ 1,42,874 

March 2016 ₹ 1,11,720 

March 2015 ₹ 91,176 

March 2014 ₹ 74,192 

Interpretation : On the above table showing that the deposits which came to the bank that are the list in the table. In 

that table yearly the rate of deposits were increasing only, and also the amount are in march 2014 the deposit amount is 

₹ 74,192 it is the deposit rate of 2014 and for the march 2015 the rate of deposit is increased that is ₹ 91,176 this is the 

deposit rate for 2015. And also, the next year also it increased that is in March 2016 the rate of deposit is ₹ 1,11,720. 

And it is increased for the next year that is ₹1,42,874 it is for the march 2017, and also for march 2018 the deposit 

amount is 

₹2,00,738 it is also increased and also for the next year that is march 2019 is ₹2,27,610 this deposit also in increased. 
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These all deposits are mentioned annually. That how it is increased deposits rates annually, but the final year that is in 

September 2019 the deposit rate is ₹2,09,497 it is mentioned in half yearly, but all years were amount was increased but 

this year amount is decreased. 

This is the deposits rate of yes bank from 2014 to 2019. 

HERE I AM GOING DETAILED ABOUT HOW THE CRISIS OF YES BANK WHEN COMPARE TO THE OTHER 

BANKS 

TOP BANKS (IN ORDER OF LOAN BOOK SIZE) 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

0 

SBI HDFC ICICI AXIS KOTAK YES INDUSIND 

Interpretation : It is about the loan book that which bank provided some of all the percentages of loans and which 

bank provide huge loan and which bank provide less this was explaining on the above table. In this table different banks 

have different percentages that are 

SBI : 23.0 AXIS : 5.5 

KOTAK : 2.5 HDFC : 9.4 

ICICI : 6.4 YES : 2.2 

INDUSIND : 2.1   

EXPOSURE TO RISKY SHADOW BANKS (% OF TOTAL LOAN BOOK) 

5 

4 

3 

  LOAN…  

2 

1 

0 

YES SBI AXIS ICICI PNB BOBUNION 

In this table yes banks percentage is increased as per their percentage the given below: 

Yes : 4.6% PNB : 1.1.% 

BOB : 3.6% Axis : 0.8% 

Union : 2.5% ICICI : 0.3% 

SBI : 1.2%   

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE EXPOSURE: YES BANK V/S OTHERS 

GROSS NPA’S: YES BANK V/S OTHER MAJOR BANKS 

Interpretation : Here it is showing that the gross NPAs of yes bank and other major banks that will showing that the 

percentage that how much Is the rate of NPA when compare to yes bank and with other some banks. When compare all 

the banks like State bank of India, axis bank, ICICI, Punjab national bank, bank of Baroda, union bank, IndusInd bank 

all of these the yes bank has the low level of percentage that mentioned in the above table and also have the proper 

range percentages or rates here. 

PROVISION COVERAGE: YES BANK VS OTHER BANKS 

Interpretation : Here also when compare to all the other banks like IndusInd, union, bank of Baroda, Punjab national 

bank, ICICI, axis bank, state bank of India, and finally yes bank, in all of these which bank has the least percentage of 

provisional coverage this is what this table going show, when come to the percentage the state bank of India has 63.5%, 

and axis bank has the percentage of 59.6% and also ICICI bank has 76.1% of provision, and next is Punjab national 

bank that has the percentage of 60.3% and also bank of Baroda has the percentage of 63.8% and union bank has 56.9% 

and also IndusInd bank has the percentage of 52.5% and finally comes to the yes bank, this bank has the least level of 
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percentage when compare to the all other banks which I have mentioned above, that is 43.1% . as we know that here 

only, we can understand that how the yes bank crisis will happen in these fights with other banks. 

IN ALL OF THESE ABOVE-MENTIONED BANKS OUT OF THESE WHICH BANK HAS THE RISK BASED 

BANK 

RANK BANK RISK SCORE 

1 Yes bank 99 

2 Karnataka bank 67 

3 South Indian bank 57 

4 IndusInd bank 57 

5 Ratnakar bank limited 57 

6 Federal bank 48 

7 ICICI bank 43 

8 Karur Vysya 42 

9 Development credit bank limited 40 

10 Axis bank 26 

11 City union 15 

In all these banks every bank has its own ranks based on which banks has the highest risk and which bank has the 

lowest. Every bank have been take the risks as per their propaganda of its bank and also give interests provisions loans 

like these all the ways its bear the risks 

In all of these the high risk was taken by the Yes bank because of giving the high interests and giving lot of loans to the 

people, because of these the yes bank has the highest risk taking bank in when compare to the all banks. 

 

IV. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

The continued development of yes bank depends on the key pillars of development, trust, innovation, human capital, 

straightforwardness, and responsible banking. YES bank has an information driven methodology towards banking, and 

a prevalent client experience for its retail, corporate and developing corporate financial customers. 

What are the reasons behind the Yes Bank crisis? 

Failure in resource development: The YES bank's development at a similar time, the bank's store has failed to create at 

a comparable rate as it had extended. 

YES bank's benefit quality similarly aggravated and it went under the RBI's assessment. 

The YES Bank defied issues after the RBI's bit of quality reviews, which incited an extension in its debilitated 

development extent and uncovered basic organization slips, which realized an absolute contrast in the administrators. 

Afterward, the YES bank fought to address its capitalization issues. 

Its net NPAs among April and September 2019 had multiplied to Rs. 17,134 cr. 

The crisis started with the loosening up of the crisis looked by the Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services 

The YES bank's hard and fast acquaint with some of banks. 

In April 2019, the bank had organized around 4.1% of its total credits as potential non-performing progresses all 

through the accompanying next one year. 

In the wake of battling stress for quite a while, Yes Bank must be spared in a joint effort that included State Bank of 

India and for all intents and purposes all private section banks. The bank has uncovered lost 18,564.2 crore, in the 

second from last quarter of this fiscal against an advantage of Rs 1,00o crore a year back. The organization, over the 

latest eight years, has recapitalized open fragment keeps cash with about Rs 3.5 lakh crore, anyway banks despite 

everything remain in woods. 

 

V. SUGGESTIONS / RECOMMEMDATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Indian financial part started budgetary division changes in mid 1990s. Previously money related part changes, banks 

were under government's predominance and complex structure of managed loan fees twisted the financing cost system 

as well as likewise antagonistically .influenced the reasonability and benefit of banks before the finish of 1980s. The 
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wave of monetary progression occurred in the second 50% of the 1980s, which deregulated the loan cost, a decrease of 

the Cash Reserve Ratio and Statutory Liquidity Ratio, section and leave deregulation and the appropriation of 

prudential standards. 

Although financial changes were available, despite everything banks confronted different dangers like liquidity, 

operational, remote trade, loan cost yet the principle issue was the credit chance. Credit was given in practically all 

parts for example agrarian segment, little scope industry, medium what's more, huge scope industry, send out area and 

need part for improvement and credit chance rose when the credit taken and premium instalments were not repaid to 

banks in time and in India it is profoundly amassed in open part and planned business banks as non-performing 

resources. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Yes Bank was one of the most noteworthy evaluated new age private banks until 2017 when the bank began to confront 

genuine awful credit issue. To balance out the bank, Yes Bank Ltd. Reproduction Scheme, 2020 was presented by the 

Reserve Bank of India. RBI had additionally forced brief limitations about the withdrawal of stores. SBI board has 

given on a fundamental level endorsement of investigating the chance of getting a stake of up to 49 percent in Yes 

Bank. Be that as it may, the arrangement is not finished at this point. To secure the investors, the bank must be 

immediately remade. Additionally, steps ought to be taken to sell the NPAs. On the off chance that Yes Bank is settled 

adequately, it will secure Yes Bank's investors, and keep up trust in the whole financial framework. 

You additionally gain from taking the premium on the call choice. Your hazard is likewise constrained because you 

hold the fundamental offers. Nonetheless, on the off chance that you can't sell the basic offers and the value rises, your 

hazard gets boundless and would you be able can confront extreme misfortunes. Specialists who have taken Yes Bank 

shares as guarantee may likewise request extra insurance from customers. 
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